
Bluetooth
Receiver

Bluetooth Receiver   $60
● EASY TO INSTALL: Install the wall amplifier system on any wall in 

the home or office to unlock versatile sound configuration that is 
easily accessible. Note minor fitting adjustments may be necessary 
for mounting the wall plate amplifier receiver in certain wall 
installation applications

● BLUETOOTH CONNECTIVITY: Built in Bluetooth allows you to 
stream music to a connected intercom or speaker system hassle 
free. Compatible with all of today's latest smart devices & a 
wireless range of 30+ feet

● MICROPHONE PAGING & SPEAKER CONTROL: This wall plate 
receiver adds convenient microphone paging ability along with 
simple source audio control

● HARD WIRE CONNECTIONS: The wall amplifier system can be 
optionally hard wire powered with an Aux (3.5mm) audio jack for 
connecting and streaming audio from external devices. The rear 
panel speaker terminal block allows you to connect the receiver to 
a pair of speakers

● UPDATED FEATURES: Enjoy features with the in wall bluetooth 
receiver, like rotary control volume adjustment, 1/4'' mic input, and 
a USB port for device charging

● Long press the Master dial for Bluetooth pairing
● The unit requires the person connecting their Bluetooth device to 

be in front of the unit



Solar Powered Predator Repellent Lights   $26
● PREDATOR DETERRENT LIGHTS: This raccoon control can be 

applied in different height to well used for fox repellent, solar coop 
light, predator accessories, deer deterrent for garden, coyote light, 
chicken coop light, cat deterrent, etc.

● CONSTANT RED FLASHING LED LIGHTS from the predators eyes 
simulates fire and larger predator eye to scare away the highly vigilant 
nocturnal animals like squirrel, rabbit, bear, owls, bird, possum, etc.

● WORKS AT EVERY NIGHT: When first using the predator lights , 
switch on the animal repellent by pulling out the transparent insulating 
board at the bottom. Then it'll turn on at dusk, turn off at dawn 
automatically.

● WEATHERPROOF：Replaceable batteries inside repellent suitable for 
all weather conditions. You can place it on the outdoor tree, trunk, 
stake, post, wall or others to deter nocturnal animals even in 
off-season.

● SOLAR POWERED: 5 hours charge by the sunlight during the day 
can last 12 hours at night. This solar animals control repellent light is 
safe and maintenance free. Protect your Gardens, Orchards, Poultry, 
Livestock, Property, Trash bins, Chicken coops

Solar Powered 
Predator
Repellent Lights



SEAFLO 12V 
WATER PUMP Seaflo 12v Water Pump   $156

● 12 V
● 5.5 GALLON PER MINUTE
● 60 PSI 
● PRIMING CAPABILITIES 6 FEET SUCTION LIFT, 

INLET/OUTLET PORTS ½”
● CORROSION RESISTANT VALVES
● EASY CONNECTION SYSTEM
● SANTOPRENE DIAPHRAGM
● CONTROL OF PRESSURE PRECISE
● STABLE PERFORMANCE
● RUNS DRY WITHOUT DAMAGE
● LOW POWER DRAW
● SELF PRIMING
● LOW STARTING PRESSURE
● GOOD HEAT DISSIPATION



BLACKSTONE 
TAILGATER 
PORTABLE GRILL

Blackstone Grill  
● PORTABLE - The perfect tailgater grill and griddle for any event. Easy 

portable setup, almost no assembly required, ready to use in seconds. 
Take it to the park for an afternoon cookout or take it into the woods for 
a long-term camping trip. The easily adjustable legs will be stable on 
uneven ground and make setup a breeze.

● VERSATILE – enjoy several different setup combinations. Utilize the 
grill box and griddle at the same time or easily remove both and use 
the two open burners for pots/pans. You can also keep the grill or the 
griddle on and have one open burner… so many options! With a gas 
grill and/or griddle, you can cook and barbecue however you want, 
enjoy cooking a variety of food on one easy to use tailgater combo.

● DURABLE - Built to last this Blackstone grill includes a heavy-duty grill 
box with vent, handle and durable cast iron grill grates plus a cold 
rolled steel griddle plate and the whole unit has a strong powder coat 
finish.

● TWO BURNERS – two independently controlled burners (1 stainless 
steel H tube burner and one cast iron burner). The H tube burner can 
put out 15,000 BTUs and the cast iron burner can produce 20,000 
BTUs.

● SATISFACTION GUARANTEE - if you are not completely satisfied at 
any point please feel free to contact Blackstone directly or return the 
product. Blackstone stands behind their product large or small and 
guarantees your satisfaction!



FISH FILLET CLAMP

Fish Fillet Clamp   $16
● Stainless steel fish clamp w/ 6 Self-Tapping mounting 

screws, easy to mount to any surface
● Ideal for DIY fish cleaning table station, fillet table or bait 

cutting board, use with filet knifes(not included)
● Deep-jaw stainless steel clamp holds down the fish by the 

tail for filleting, easier and safer
● 4"L x 3.1"W x 1.4"H ,103g / 0.23lb ans stainless steel 

construction
● Strong steel springs is very sufficient for the job of 

pressure



Inverter  $260
● ▶ 2000W High Power Inverter ◀: Provides 2000W continuous DC to AC 

power output, up to 4000W surge capacity, featuring with 3 AC outlets and 
one USB charging port to convert 12V DC battery power to standard 110V 
AC, great for AC household appliances or large electrical devices on trips, 
camping or work sites, such as flood light, TV, freezer, Laptop, DVD 
player, PSP, Camera or recharging mobile phone/iPad etc.

● ▶ All-Round Protection◀: Built-in 10*35A mini slip Fuse, Smart Digital 
Display, 2*Cooling Fan, Audible Alarm, automatic shutdown protection 
against Over voltage, Low voltage, Overload, Short circuit, Over heat

● ▶ ABS Shell ◀: Coming with All-Insulated Ring Terminal Cables which is 
safer than other alligator clip cables with plastic cover. Durable ABS 
material shell provides perfectly all-round protection

● ▶ Widely Application ◀: Just need a 12V battery system to connect with 
it to power your device for Emergency, Hurricane, Storm, Snowstorm, and 
Outage

INVERTER



CELL 
PHONE 
BOOSTER

Cell Phone Booster   $65
● [Function] Made of alloy material, long service life. The 

repeater improves the internal electromagnetic 
environment.

● [Simple implementation] Good insulation, signal stability. 
Low power consumption, durable for use. It is very easy to 
install and use.

● [Frequency Support] This unit signal booster amplifier 
supports any wireless carrier phone in the following 
frequency range: Uplink 890-915MHZ Downlink: 
935-960MHZ. Maintain a good cell phone signal and make 
calls smoother.

● ⭐After installation, the mobile phone signal booster is 
completely useless:▶Make sure that there is a mobile 
phone signal at the outdoor antenna end, and reach 
60DBM (full grid).▶Make sure the amplifier, antenna and 
other related accessories are selected correctly.▶Confirm 
that all line distributor antenna amplifiers are connected 
correctly.Finding signals is not easy, please try hard.

● [Installation recommendation]: The distance between the 
outdoor antenna and the indoor antenna is recommended 
to be 7 meters or more. A wall or partition is also required 
to avoid signal reflow and the signal cannot make a call.



Solar Battery Charger   $65
● [More efficient]: 22% high conversion rate crystalline silicon material + 95% 

high transmittance ETFE material, greatly improving the charging efficiency 
of solar chargers. The honeycomb structure increases the power 
generation by 10%, which can achieve the most ideal charging effect in a 
limited space.

● [Built-in intelligent controller]: The charging algorithm is upgraded, and the 
charging efficiency is increased by 10%-20%. It is automatically charged 
during the day and turned off at night without consuming battery power. 
Provides multiple protections such as overcharge protection, over 
discharge protection, short circuit protection, overload protection, reverse 
polarity protection, etc.

● [Easier to monitor]: The solar panel junction box has three-color LED 
indicators, which help visually monitor the working status. Solid 
blue-Receiving sunlight, output normal; Solid Red-Connected to battery, 
charging; Solid green-Battery is full; No lights on-Short circuit occurred.

● [More robust and durable]: In order to reduce the internal chipping of solar 
panels and reduce the conversion rate. We added a layer of PCB to make 
the panel more robust. Using waterproof and heat-resistant ETFE instead 
of PET can extend the service life by 5 times. The attached wire has been 
upgraded and thickened to be more durable.

● [Lightweight and portable]: The thickness is only 1/3 of the rigid panel; the 
weight is light, about the weight of a mobile phone, and it is easy to carry. 
Comes with a 3-piece SAE cable kit, plug and play, widely used in 12V 
batteries and DC charging equipment, such as cars, RVs, ships, ATVs, etc. 
(Support 12 months warranty + lifetime technical support)

SOLAR BATTERY 
CHARGER



Waterproof Solar Lights   $40
● UNIQUE DESIGN: We designed the internal circuit diagram of 

the lamp beads by ourself. There are positive and negative 
pole directions on the bottom of our LED, which is different 
with those lights on the market.

● SUPER BRIGHT&LONG WORKING TIME: Compared with 
other common 4 or 12 led solar lights, we designed our solar 
lights with 8 led lights, which is brighter than 4 led and working 
longer than 12 led.

● WEATHER RESISTANCE: IP64 waterproof and heatproof, 
solar powered lights, suitable for most kinds of weathers. 
Great outdoor light for your garden, yard, aisle, porch, patio, or 
driveway etc...

● AUTOMATED SWITCH: Turn on at night when motion sensor 
detected , and automatically off after motion stops. sensing 
range of 10 feet with a 120 degree sensing angle.

● SOLAR PANEL LIFE SPAN: 5 years - LED Life Span - 50000 
hours.only takes 6-8 hours to fully charge.(Please note that 
8LED is for the 8 Lamp Beads in One Light Not for 8 Lights in 
one package.)

WATERPROOF 
SOLAR LIGHTS



Waterproof Speakers   $40
● PROTECTED FROM ELEMENTS: The water resistant speaker 

features corrosion and stain resistant removable mesh grills It is 
also rated as a completely waterproof speaker system which 
makes it perfect to use alongside a pool, lake, or beach

● AMPLIFY YOUR HOME: Pyle?s 200-watt hydra marine speaker 
system is what you need to listen to high-quality audio on your 
boat, deck, poolside or outdoors Includes 35? three-way outdoor 
mini box speaker and complete mounting kit wires

● 200-WATT PEAK POWER: The weatherproof integrated marine 
speaker system has a 100 watt RMS with 200 watts peak power 
Features a frequency response of 70Hz-21kHz with 4 ohms 
impedance and is equipped w/ quick connect / disconnect speaker 
terminals

● SUPERIOR SOUND: The speaker system features a 24oz magnet 
structure that powers a 10" superior dome tweeter, 35" aluminum 
injection cone woofer, and a 175" wide dispersion cone midrange It 
also features a bass reflex vent for added bass response

● UNIVERSAL MOUNTING: The speaker is protectively stored in a 
heavy-duty ABS cabinet w/ butyl rubber surround Designed to be 
mounted on a support bar, tubing, frame, or wall Includes mounting 
bracket, custom grills, installation hardware

● Unit Boxing /Packaging May Vary

WATERPROOF 
SPEAKERS



Portable Air Compressor   $46
● Convenience: Plug directly into Cigarette Lighter 

Socket of your Vehicle. 12VDC, 10 to 15 amps, 120 to 
180W. Equipped with 12V-DC Cigarette Lighter Socket 
Plug, NOT 110V AC plug.

● Multiple Uses: Inflate tires on cars, bikes, sedan and 
midsize SUV. (Engine size under 3.5 liter) Universal 
valve connector for schrader valve is ready to use. 
Additional adapters include needles value (for 
basketball, balls), short cone/long cone adapters (for 
inflatable kayak, swimming pool accessories, etc)

● Capacity: Does NOT Support truck tires, for instance: 
light truck tires (LT), heavy duty truck tires or any truck 
tires.

● Easy to Read: 4 Display Units: PSI, KPA, BAR, KG/CM; 
LED FLASHLIGHT: Bright Torch

● Prevent Over Inflation: Auto shut off when reaching the 
desired tire pressure. Overheat protection shuts off 
automatically when overloading. USPTO Patent 
NO:D875,788

PORTABLE AIR 
COMPRESSOR



Can Opener   $13
● MULTIPLE STORAGE OPTIONS: This can opener can easily 

mount to walls, saving valuable drawer space and being easy 
to access while cooking. The bracket and screws are included 
with purchase.

● DURABLE METAL CONSTRUCTION: This can opener is one 
you can rely on to get through tough can tops effortlessly. The 
body is constructed out of extremely durable steel.

● 3 POSITIONS TO LOCK: This can opener can lock in 3 
different positions when not being used.

● SMOOTH AND EASY USAGE: The cutting wheel is made of 
high-carbon and glides easily across the tops of cans. The 
cutting is smooth and skip-proof making usage easy. A built-in 
bottle opener is included.

● MAGENT INCLUDED: There is an integrated magnet that 
helps lift lids off for safe and easy disposal. Eliminate the risk of 
cutting your hands.

CAN OPENER



Camo Fishing Seat   $111
● Wise 8WD139 Series Plastic Folding Seat is built with strong 

plastic injection molded frame.
● Wider seat pan provides extra comfort. 
● Thick foam cushions with high compression foam padding. 
● 500 Denier camouflage fabric covered cushions.
● Mounts to any BIA Standard 4 Bolt pedestal system or swivel. 

Swivel

● Sturdy and reliable mounting point for a boat seat
● Its outstanding durability make this pedestal an exceptional 

value
● 7 inches high
● Features integrated base mounting plate and seat mounting 

plate
● Durable pedestal features reinforced welded joints for added 

strength
● Has a black powder-coat finish that will withstand the rigors of a 

marine environment

FISHING SEAT



HOT WATER HEATER Portable Hot Water Heater  $170
● 【CSA Approved Safety 】CSA approved Gasland tankless water heater, 

safe as per Canadian and US Standard. Flame failure device, anti-freezing 
protection, over heating protection to ensure the family safety. 
Automatically decrease water pressure between 2.5-110PSI. The 
anti-freezing drain plug can discharge the residual water to avoid freezing 
in cold areas or in case of long time no use. High water temperature 
protection over 167 °F. Shut off gas supply automatically under 
unexpectable flameout.

● 【Lightweight Portable Design】 Compact size and lightweight design for 
easily carry. It can bring a amazing hot shower for you when you are 
camping , to the beach, etc. Also you can wash your pets with this 
tankless water heater in outdoor. Hang it using the mounting bracket on 
the top/back of the gas water heater. It only takes you a few minutes to 
install it. Or you can install it according to the instructions.

● 【On Demand Hot Water】 Maximum power output 41,000btu/hour, get 
instant endless hot water easily wherever you are. No need to preheat 
before using tankless water heater. As soon as you turn on the tap, the 
water flows with your desired temperature. Low water pressure start up, 
just need 2.5 PSI of water pressure. 1.58 gallons per minute of on-demand 
hot water. Fully adjustable heat and water flow.

● Energy Saving】 Compact and light weight structure with 11.5% energy 
saving technology. The propane water heater exchanger and main burner 
are desinged with advanced combustion technology to decrease gas 
consumption and burning noise. You will save more when you use our 
tankless water heater.



Ice Chest Rack
Side Rack - $150

● Rack will plug into the front, 
side, and back of the trailer.

● Can be used as a table
● Ice chest holder
● Or to stand on when you are 

taking a shower



Spare Tire
Spare tire - $120

● Spare tire 
● Mounted 



Foot Rest
Foot rest - $75

● Can be used to rest your feet while 
fishing off the back of the trailer



Large Propane 
Burner

Propane burner - $65
● Added into the fire place
● HEAVY DUTY CAST IRON - Cast Iron will not 

melt easily compared to aluminum material 
and provides high heat resistances

● EXTREME HIGH HEAT OUTPUT - With CSA 
listed 0-20 PSI Propane regulator, it will 
produce most heat compared to other brands

● DUAL HEAT ADJUSTABLE - Each Brass 
Knob will provide individual heat settings for 
the burner head

● HIGH GRADE BRASS CONNECTIONS - 
Brass for corrosion resistance and durability 
again temperature changes and low magnetic 
permeability

●


